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SUMMARY

Identifying a disease gene and determining its causality in patients can be chal-
lenging. Here, we present an approach to predicting the pathogenicity of deletions
andmissensevariants for anautosomaldominantgene.Weprovideonline resources
for identifyingpatients anddetermining constraintmetrics to isolate the causal gene
among several candidates encompassed in a shared region of deletion.We also pro-
vide instructions for optimizing functional annotation programs that may be other-
wise inaccessible to a nonexpert or novice in computational approaches.
For complete details on the use and execution of this protocol, please refer to
Gennarino et al. (2018).

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Webeginwith the assumption that the gene of interest has been found to produce a phenotype in the

model organism, which in our case was a mouse. To then identify human patients and establish the

pathogenicity of genetic variants will take some time, with particular attention to two critical points.

Assembling a cohort of patients begins with databases that contain the clinical features of interest in de-

identified individuals. In our case, a haploinsufficientmousemodel ofPum1displayed ataxia reminiscent

of spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) type 1, and thegeneof interestmodifiesATAXIN1 (ATXN1) activity (Gen-

narino et al., 2015), so we searched databases of patients with ataxia but without identified genetic

causes (see below, in key resources table). Because the Pum1�/� knockout mice had a more severe

phenotype of neurodevelopmental delay (NDD), we also searched databases for cases of develop-

mental or intellectual delayswithout knowngenetic causes. Lastly, youwill needapproval fromyour Insti-

tutional Review Board (IRB) and that of the clinicians with whom you share information about patients.

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Published paper and data N/A Gennarino et al. (2018)

Software and algorithms

EvoTol http://www.evotol.co.uk/ Rackham et al. (2015)

RVIS http://genic-intolerance.org/ (Petrovski et al., 2013)

(Continued on next page)
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STEP-BY-STEP METHOD DETAILS

Note: The process of patient recruitment will vary significantly from project to project.

Readers should look for ways to adapt the process we describe below to their specific needs.

Identifying case-control association between PUM1-spanning copy number variations (CNV)

and neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD)

Timing: Months

To validate the connection between loss-of-function (LOF) in PUM1 and neurodevelopmental dis-

ease (NDD), we screened several public and private consortia (Decipher, nstd102, see key resources

table) (Firth et al., 2009; Kaminsky et al., 2011), in-house databases (Baylor Genetics), and the pub-

lished literature (Gennarino et al., 2018; Riggs et al., 2012) for individuals for putatively pathogenic

variation in PUM1 (see key resources table). Our search criteria were limited to individuals with de-

letions <20 Mb in size and sufficient clinical characterization to establish a diagnosis of NDD. We

identified 9 individuals with de novo heterozygous deletions involving PUM1 that ranged in size

from 0.6 to 5.60 Mb (Figure 1A). All deletions overlapped the entire PUM1 locus on chromosome 1.

Although all 9 deletions encompassed PUM1, each deletion also spanned adjacent genes (15 in to-

tal) which could create additive effects beyond the activities of PUM1. We evaluated the disease as-

sociation for each gene using the three databases, the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Evolutionary Action (EA) http://eaction.lichtargelab.org/ Katsonis and Lichtarge et al. (2014)

SpliceAI https://spliceailookup.broadinstitute.org/ (Jaganathan et al., 2019)

Strawberry Perl https://strawberryperl.com/
https://github.com/StrawberryPerl

N/A

ANNOVAR https://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/en/ Wang et al. (2010)

The R Project for Statistical Computing https://www.r-project.org/ N/A

RStudio https://www.rstudio.com/ N/A

EmEditor https://www.emeditor.com/ N/A

Notepad++ https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ N/A

7-Zip https://www.7-zip.org/ N/A

dbNSFP v4.2a https://sites.google.com/site/
jpopgen/dbNSFP

(Liu et al., 2011, 2020)

GERP++ http://mendel.stanford.edu/
SidowLab/downloads/gerp/ (Cooper et al., 2005; Davydov et al., 2010)

pcGERP N/A Petrovski et al. (2015)

Other

GeneMatcher https://genematcher.org/ Sobreira et al. (2015)

Decipher N/A N/A

gnomAD database https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/ Karczewski et al. (2020)

ExAC database (merged with gnomAD) N/A

Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) http://www.informatics.jax.org/ The Jackson Laboratory

NHLBI Exome Sequencing Projec
Exome Variant Server (EVS)
database – version 2

https://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/ N/A

OMIM, Online Mendelian
Inheritance in MAN

https://www.omim.org Amberger et al. (2015)

ClinVar https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/ (Landrum et al., 2020)

DisGeNET (v5.0). http://www.disgenet.org/web/DisGeNET/
menu;jsessionid=qqvf9r16hk99w6v7mzc4ikth

Pinero et al. (2017)

nstd102 (Clinical Structural Variants) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
dbvar/studies/nstd102/

Kaminsky et al. (2011)
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Figure 1. Comparison of constraint metrics and mutation intolerance scores among genes in the deleted regions

(A) Alignment of deletions from nine patients on chromosome 1p35.2; Mb, megabases. Dashed lines indicate the minimal region spanning PUM1, figure

adapted from Gennarino et al. (2018).

(B–F) Bar graphs of constraint metrics and variant intolerance algorithms: (B) EvoTol (C) ExAC pLI, (D) RVIS (E) ExAC missense Z-score and (F) pcGERP.

The dotted red arrow delineates the recommended threshold beyond which (pink shaded region) variants are predicted to be deleterious. Genes for

which scores were not predictable or not available are denoted as not applicable (n/a).
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(Amberger et al., 2015), Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI, The Jackson Laboratory), and DisGeNET

(Pinero et al., 2017) (see key resources table), and, with the exception of FABP3, found no association

with neurodevelopmental abnormalities. We then further showed that PUM1 was the gene most

likely to cause the disease features by comparing population-based constraint and tolerance

metrics:

Assess population constraint metrics and mutation tolerance sensitivity scores for all genes

encompassed in the overlapping region of deletions

Timing: Hours

In this step, users will use a series of web-based tools to obtain constraint metrics and dosage sensi-

tivity scores for a group of genes within a shared region encompassed by large deletion variants

identified in patients. Comparing pathogenicity metrics will assist users in distinguishing which

among the deleted candidates is the most likely shared causal gene in all patients.

1. Obtain pre-calculated scores using each of the URL provided below:

a. pLI and Missense Z-score

i. Go to URL: https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

ii. Choose ExAC in the dropdown menu

iii. Enter single Entrez gene ID

iv. Scores provided under ‘‘Constraint’’

v. Repeat for each respective gene

b. EvoTol (evolutionary intolerance) (Rackham et al., 2015)

i. Go to URL: http://www.evotol.co.uk/

ii. Enter comma delimited list of Entrez gene ID for all genes of interest

iii. ‘‘EvoTol percentile’’ scores will be tabulated and graphed.

Note: Score may not be available for genes that are not expressed above

c. RVIS (residual variation intolerance score) (Petrovski et al., 2013)

i. Go to URL: http://genic-intolerance.org/

ii. Enter comma delimited list of Entrez gene ID for all genes of interest

iii. RVIS scores provided with percentiles in parentheses

Each gene can be assessed as to whether its score falls within the predicted range for path-

ogenicity. For instance, genes with pLI scoresR 0.9 are interpreted as extremely intolerant

to loss-of-function (Lek et al., 2016; Samocha et al., 2014). A description of each score and

recommended pathogenicity thresholds are provided in Table 1. In addition, the scores for

all genes can be directly compared to one another and ranked relative to each other, espe-

cially in situations where multiple genes are predicted to be pathogenic.

Returning to the example in Gennarino et al. (2018), PUM1 was determined to be the

most likely causal gene within the deleted regions (Figure 1A) because (1) its loss of func-

tion measures consistently surpassed the pathogenicity threshold, and, more impor-

tantly, (2) its effect was greater than that of any of the other 15 deleted genes (Figures

1B–1F).

Identifying NDD patients with pathogenic missense variants in PUM1

Timing: Months

Here we used the publicly accessible GeneMatcher website (https://genematcher.org/) (Sobreira

et al., 2015). The site allows users (clinicians, patients/families and researchers) to post a gene of in-

terest and upload corresponding data such as clinical and demographic features. A match occurs

when any of the following criteria are shared between two or more entries: (1) OMIM number, (2)
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gene symbol, (3) genomic location, or (4) phenotypic features. This search yielded three additional

missense variants: two simplex cases, and a large family with multiple members segregating with a

late-onset cerebellar ataxia. Below is a step-by-step guide on how to submit to GeneMatcher:

2. Go to URL https://genematcher.org/account/ and create a new user account

a. There are no email domain restrictions but it is recommended to provide academic institution-

based credentials.

3. Login to the system portal with account credentials

4. In the user account homepage, click the ‘‘Create a new submission’’ link under the ‘‘Submissions’’

tab

5. Under this ‘‘New submission’’ page, the match criteria for your gene can be specified

a. Under section ‘‘Results (human genes only, maximum of 10 genes only)’’, we recommend

providing a gene symbol without specifying the variant

Note: Setting the minimum amount of match criteria at this stage is recommended. For novel

genes, limiting criteria such as the type of variation, mode of inheritance, etc. are likely un-

known, and overspecification will restrict the identification of cases.

6. Gene ‘‘Match’’ notifications with information to contact submitters will be sent to the email address

listed on the user account after which correspondence to discuss collaboration can begin.

Using GeneMatcher, the c.3439C>T (p.Arg1147Trp) and c.3415C>T (p.Arg1139Trp) missense var-

iants were identified in two patients. Whole exome sequencing (WES) and pre-/post-processing and

genomic alignment (hg19) had already been performed. These two PUM1 variants were identified as

the most likely cause of disease in each patient by systematically eliminating variants that are likely

benign. Variants found in the probands with a minor allele frequency (MAF) >1% in gnomAD (Karc-

zewski et al., 2020) or ExAC (Karczewski et al., 2017) were filtered out, and remaining variants were

prioritized based on pathogenicity prediction algorithms.

Table 1. Description and recommended pathogenicity thresholds for gene-based constraint metrics and intolerance scores for the assessment of

multiple genes encompassed with large copy-number variants in patients.

Algorithm Description Score Threshold interpretation Reference

pLI Dichotomous metric that reflects the probability
of loss of function intolerance based on predicted
protein truncating variation: nonsense, splice
acceptor and splice donor variation

0 to 1 pLI R 0.9 = Extremely intolerant (Samocha et al., 2014)
(Lek et al., 2016)

Missense Z-score Standard deviation of the # of observed rare
(<1% MAF) missense SNP’s from the mean of the
predicted number of expected rare (<1% MAF)
missense SNP’s for a given gene. (Synonymous
variants typically have Z-score close to 0 and
o/e close to 1)

-5 to 5 Z-score > 0 = More Intolerant
Z-score < 0 = Less intolerant

(Samocha et al., 2014)
(Lek et al., 2016)

EvoTol percentile Percentile ranking of a gene’s evolutionary
intolerance relative to other genes based on
the number of damaging versus
non-damaging variants in dbSNP.

Percentile
(priority
ranking)

Top 25th percentile = Intolerant
Top 1 percentile = Most intolerant

(Rackham et al., 2015)

RVIS percentile Percentile ranking of a gene’s intolerance to
functional variation relative to other genes based
on observed versus expected frequency of
loss-of-function variants from the NHLBI-ESP6500
data set in ExAC (release 0.3).

Percentile
(priority
ranking)

Bottom 25th percentile = Intolerant
(Genes are ranked from most to
least intolerant)

(Petrovski et al., 2013)

pcGERP percentile Percentile estimate reflecting how conserved the
protein-coding sequence of a gene relative to
other genes

Percentile
estimate

Lower percentile = More intolerance
(increased conservation)
(Genes are ranked from most to
least intolerant)

(Davydov et al., 2010)
(Cooper et al., 2005)
(Petrovski et al., 2015)

Abbreviation: pLI, probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; EvoTol, Evolutionary Intolerance; RVIS, Residual Variation Intolerance Score; pcGERP, protein-

coding Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling; MAF, minor allele frequency.
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The c.3103A>T (p.Thr1035Ser) variant required additional familial segregation analyses because it

fell below established pathogenicity criteria and was associated with a milder, late-onset phenotype

of ataxia rather than NDD (Figure 2). Direct Sanger sequencing of Exon 19 in 7 family members

across two generations showed segregation between the disease phenotype and the variant in all

except one member, suggesting incomplete penetrance (Gennarino et al., 2018). (We have since re-

cruited additional patients with late-onset ataxia who bear the p.(Thr1035Ser) variant, which con-

firms its pathogenicity.) In addition, mildly hypomorphic variants such as p.(Thr1035Ser) may also

sporadically appear in population databases (gnomAD) of ‘‘healthy’’ individuals in cases where dis-

ease-onset occurs late in life. For some genes, this is not an uncommon occurrence (Kryukov et al.,

2007), although such variants are still typically ‘‘ultra-rare’’ in the general population. Nevertheless,

such situations should be carefully considered when assessing the pathogenicity of novel disease

variants.

Pathogenicity prediction scores were helpful in distinguishing p.(Arg1147Trp) and p.(Arg1139Trp),

but p.(Thr1035Ser) was inconsistent (Figure 2). Using singleton missense variants (allele count = 1)

extracted from the gnomAD database, we determined the pathogenicity score distribution of

ultra-rare missense variants in PUM1 within which the p.(Thr1035Ser) variant falls. Prediction scores

for all PUM1 missense variants were obtained using the genetic annotation program ANNOVAR

(Wang et al., 2010). The follow is a step-by-step protocol for running ANNOVAR using either a Win-

dows or Apple iOS operating system. We encourage users to adapt the provided script to their own

needs and refer to https://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/ for additional resources.

Use ANNOVAR and dbnsfp (version 4.2a) dataset to annotate genetic variants with

pathogenicity scores

Timing: Hours to days

In this step, PC/Apple iOS users will use the Perl programming language based genetic annotation

program, ANNOVAR (Wang et al., 2010) (through an installed or intrinsic Perl interpreter), to obtain

functional and pathogenic predictions for a list of variants found in patients. Rather than download-

ing the entire dataset of numerous functional prediction scores for annotation, which would require

Figure 2. Pathogenicity scores for disease-associated PUM1 variants

CADDv1.6, REVEL, M-CAP and Eigen pathogenicity scores of p.(Arg1147Trp) (red arrowhead), p.(Arg1139Trp) (pink

arrowhead) and p.(Thr1035Ser) (blue arrowhead), relative to the distribution (boxplot) of PUM1 singleton (ultra-rare)

variant scores found in gnomAD (gray circles). The dotted red arrow delineates the recommended threshold beyond

which (pink shaded region) variants are predicted to be deleterious.
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local disk space beyond the average capacity of individual work stations (>100 TB), annotations will

come from a ‘‘lightweight’’ but comprehensive dataset, dbnsfa (Li et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2011)

(�50–60 Gb), containing all potential nonsynonymous and splice-site SNVs in the human genome.

Note: the scripts provided for annotating the p.(Arg1147Trp), p.(Arg1139Trp), p.(Thr1035Ser)

and gnomAD singleton variants are for demonstration purposes. Users should modify and

adapt this script according to their own needs.

7. Install (or activate) Perl language interpreter

a. Windows/PC users:

i. Visit the URL: https://strawberryperl.com/ and install program according to operating sys-

tem (64 bit or 32 bit)

ii. Verify installation:

b. Apple iOS users: a Perl interpreter comes pre-installed. Perl scripts can run by directly invoking

the interpreter:

8. Install ANNOVAR annotation program

a. Visit the URL: https://www.openbioinformatics.org/annovar/annovar_download_form.php

b. Submit registration form and a download link will be emailed to you

c. Unzip file into your base directory

9. Download dbnsfp 4.2a dataset into the humandb folder

a. Open the command (CMD) prompt

b. Set working directory to annovar program folder

c. Running the following command will download two zipped folders:

i. hg19_dbnsfp42a.txt.gz

ii. hg19_dbnsfp42a.txt.idx.gz

CRITICAL: The hg19 assembly was used here in accordance with the procedures in Gen-

narino et al., the -buildver argument in annotate_variation.pl command can be

changed to hg18 and hg38 accordingly.

d. Manually unzip folder using any generic decompression program (see key resources table)

e. Move the respective files in each folder (hg19_dbnsfp42a.txt and hg19_dbnsfp42a.txt.idx)

into the humandb folder

10. Create .txt file listing the genomic location and nucleotide change of each patient variant.

Required (tab-separated) column values for each variant are: chromosome number, start posi-

tion, end position, reference nucleotide, alternate nucleotide. Headers should not be included

in the input file. Depending on the number of variants, this may be done manually using any text

editing software (see key resources table).

Note: ensure that the coordinates are consistent with the reference genome build of the anno-

tation data—which in this case is hg19.

perl -v

perl myprogram.pl

perl annotate_variation.pl -buildver hg19 -downdb -webfrom annovar dbnsfp42a humandb/
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11. Place the .txt input file into the annovar folder. (For this example, we will name the file ‘‘PUM1_

subject_variants.txt’’ (see Data S1)

12. Run the table_annovar.pl script to annotate this file:

CRITICAL: The hg19 assembly was used here in accordance with the procedures in Gen-

narino et al., the -buildver’’ argument in table_annovar.pl command can be

changed to hg18 and hg38 accordingly.

a. The file ‘‘PUM1_subject_variants_output.hg19_multianno.csv’’ (Data S2) will be generated in

the user’s working directory

Extract and annotate singleton missense variants in PUM1 from the healthy population for

comparison to patient variant scores

13. Extract a list of all singleton variants (allele count = 1) from population database

a. Go to URL: https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/gene/ENSG00000134644?dataset=gnomad_

r2_1

b. Download a .csv file of all PUM1 variants by clicking the ‘‘Export variants to CSV’’ button on

this URL page.

Note: The downloaded file name is date- and time-stamped and therefore will vary for users.

For this protocol, a sample file named: ‘‘gnomAD_v2.1.1_ENSG00000134644_2021_10_17_

00_08_13.csv’’ will be used and is provided as Data S3

c. Singleton missense variants can be manually extracted from this file using any spreadsheet

application (Excel) or text editor by setting the following column filters:

i. VEP Annotation = ‘‘missense_variant’’

ii. Allele count = "1"

14. After filtering, the values from the Chromosome, Position, Reference and Alternate columns in this

file can then be extracted to create a (table_annovar.pl) input file in the format described above.

15. Alternatively, this entire process can be performed in a single step using the statistical

computing program R and the scripts provided:

a. Install the latest version of R and RStudio (version 4.1.1 recommended, see key resources ta-

ble) and open RStudio application.

b. Import the .csv file into RStudio in one of two ways:

i. File>Import Database>From Text(base).

ii. Run the following read.csv command

Note: adjust the relative path for ‘‘read.csv’’ function to the directory containing the ‘‘gno-

mAD_v2.1.1_ENSG00000134644_2021_10_17_00_08_13.csv file’’, Data S3:

perl table_annovar.pl PUM1_subject_variants.txt humandb/ -buildver hg19 -out PUM1_sub-

ject_variants_output -remove -protocol refGene,dbnsfp42a -operation gx,f -nastring .

-csvout -polish -xref example/gene_xref.txt

gnomAD_v2.1.1_ENSG00000134644_2021_10_17_00_08_13 <-

read.csv("�/gnomAD_v2.1.1_ENSG00000134644_2021_10_17_00_08_13.csv")
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c. The following script will extract all singletonmissense variants and generate a .txt input file (in

this case, named ‘‘PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_input.txt’’) (Data S4) in

working directory of RStudio ready for annotation with ANNOVAR:

d. The file ‘‘PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_input.txt’’ (Data S4) will be gener-

ated in the working directory

e. Place this file in the ‘‘annovar’’ folder

16. Annotate this file with the following table_annovar.pl command:

a. The file ‘‘PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_output.hg19_multianno.csv’’ (Data S5)

will be generated in the user’s working directory

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Step 1 should provide scores and percentile values for each gene of interest that can be recorded

and analyzed. The results of this analysis in Gennarino et al. (2018) show that of the 16 genes encom-

passed by the deletion-spanning region (Figure 1A), PUM1 had the highest probability of being the

primary causal gene in each case because the algorithms consistently predicted it to be the most

intolerant to pathogenic variation of all the deleted genes (Table 1). These results are provided in

Figures 1B–1F. Steps 7 and 8 download and install the Perl interpreter Strawberry and ANNOVAR

annotation program. Step 9 downloads the dbnsfp (version 4.2a) annotation dataset within the hu-

mandb subfolder within the annovar main folder. Step 12 generates a .csv file named ‘‘PUM1_sub-

ject_variants_output.hg19_multianno.csv’’ (Data S2) containing 113 annotation columns for each

PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_input <-

subset(

gnomAD_v2.1.1_ENSG00000134644_2021_10_17_00_08_13,

Allele.Count == 1 & VEP.Annotation == "missense_variant",

select = c(

Chromosome,

Position,

Position,

Reference,

Alternate))

write.table(

PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_input,

file = "PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_input.txt",

sep = "yt",

row.names = FALSE,

col.names = FALSE,

quote = FALSE)

perl table_annovar.pl PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_input.txt humandb/

-buildver hg19 -out PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_output -remove -protocol re-

fGene,dbnsfp42a -operation gx,f -nastring . -csvout -polish -xref example/gene_xref.txt
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variant listed in the manually created input file (step 5). Step 13 downloads a .csv file of all gnomAD

listed variants for particular gene from the provided URL link (PUM1 example used: ‘‘gnomAD_

v2.1.1_ENSG00000134644_2021_10_17_00_08_13.csv’’, Data S3). Step 15 generates a .txt contain-

ing the data for all singleton missense variants across the 5 required tab-separated columns (without

header) to be used as the raw input file for annotation using ANNOVAR. Step 16 generates a .csv file

named ‘‘PUM1_gnomad_singleton_missense_annovar_output.hg19_multianno.csv’’ (Data S5) of

113 annotation columns for all gnomAD singleton missense variants listed in the input file (step

10). Users can compare the pathogenicity of scores of patient variants to the score distribution of

these singleton variants found in the general population. Comparison of CADDv1.6, REVEL,

M-CAP and Eigen scores for the PADDAS-associated variants p.(Arg1147Trp) and p.(Arg1139Trp)

and the PRCA-associated variant p.(Thr1035Ser) variant scores to the distribution/interquartile

range of PUM1 singleton (ultra-rare) missense variants from gnomAD are shown in Figure 2. Certain

pathogenicity algorithms may not be available for annotation programs like ANNOVAR (or others)

but have web-based interfaces for public use, such as Evolutionary Action (Katsonis and Lichtarge,

2014) (see key resources table).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Functional predictions, based simply on sequencing results from an individual, can help distinguish

likely causal variants from non-causal (benign) variants. The current protocol provides users access to

these resources and bioinformatic tools to gauge the pathogenicity of variants among a cohort of

patients with shared clinical features.

All functional prediction scores have recommended pathogenicity thresholds (i.e., numerical cut-

offs beyond which variants are predicted to be likely pathogenic or benign). The manner in which

these thresholds are defined varies according to each algorithm. Methods such as REVEL (Ioannidis

et al., 2016), are random forest classification algorithms trained to distinguish variants as pathogenic

or benign based on data deposited in known clinical databases (ClinVar) (Landrum et al., 2020).

Many algorithms base their pathogenicity scores on loss-of-function variants, which of course is

not the only mutation type. Statistically comparing the score of one or more variants of an autosomal

dominant gene to the confidence interval or interquartile range of the distribution of scores of

singleton variants from the (presumably unaffected) general population provides a conservative

measure for users to assess pathogenicity.

LIMITATIONS

Computational predictions, of course, have their limits, as they represent statistical simulations of

biological effects. Different algorithms can produce contradictory predictions for the same variant.

Predictions therefore need to be considered in conjunction with other factors such as functional

studies and the nature of the phenotype. Please refer to de Prisco et al. STAR Protocols (submitted,

STAR-PROTOCOLS-D-21-00615R1) for an approach to functional studies.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem 1

(Step 1) Missing or unsearchable values for web-based pathogenicity predictions. Unlike the anno-

tation programs that identify genes based on genomic coordinates and human genome reference

assemblies, these programs search for gene ‘‘symbols’’ of ‘‘ID’s,’’ which can be problematic for

genes with multiple identifiers.

Potential solution

Verify the specific identifier for each program (e.g., EvoTol requires Entrez Gene ID’s) or input alter-

native ID’s or symbols for a particular gene of interest.
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Problem 2

(Step 12 or 16) command prompt error:

Potential solution

For PC users, ensure that the Perl interpreter (Strawberry Perl) is correctly installed and, most impor-

tantly, within the path of the ANNOVAR command files. After installation, unzip both ANNOVAR and

Strawberry Perl into the PC’s main hard drive folder (typically C:y).

Problem 3

Errors in either of the five required data columns for an ANNOVAR input file (chromosome#, start/

end position, and reference/alternate nucleotide) will result in an annotation error for that variant.

The most common, particularly when input files are manually assembled, is the inclusion of variants

from a different reference genome assembly.

Potential solution

Ensure that all variant coordinates in the input files represent the correct genome reference build

(hg18, hg19 or hg 38) when using the ANNOVAR commands (-buildver argument) as they are

presented in this protocol. Annotation datasets for each reference assembly should be downloaded

separately with annotate_variation.pl:

Accordingly, the -buildver argument in table_annovar.pl should also be indicated in each

case.

Various web-based tools to verify the genome reference build of a variants are available (https://

genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver). Users are encouraged to modify the scripts presented in

this protocol for their own needs. Further information on using ANNOVAR can be found at

https://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/en/latest/misc/faq/.

Problem 4

(Step 15) The subset() and write.table() functions in the Rscript provided at step 15 are

included in R versions 3.6.2 and above. Errors may most likely be associated with outdated versions

of R.

Potential solution

Verify the version of R by simply typing R.version.string in the R or Rstudio console to print/

display the current R version. Visit https://www.r-project.org/ for further details on installing the

most updated version of R.

Problem 5

Users who prefer to work with output files (.csv) generated in step 12 (Data S2) and step 16 (Data S5)

using proprietary spreadsheet applications like Excel may encounter issues with numerical analyses

due to encoding issues with the data. For instance, when importing these files to Excel, the values

will likely be stored in each cell as ‘‘text’’ rather than numerical values.

’perl’ is not recognized as an internal or external command, operable program or batch file.

-buildver hg18

-buildver hg19

-buildver hg38
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Potential solution

For Excel users, convert the encoding of all values to ‘‘Number’’ by copying and pasting values as

follows: Copy>Paste Special (Paste: Values; Operation: Add)

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead

contact, Vincenzo A. Gennarino (vag2138@cumc.columbia.edu).

Materials availability

No biological reagents were used as part of this protocol.

Data and code availability

We provide R and Perl scripts in this protocol. Links to publicly available software are provided in key

resources table.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xpro.2022.101150.
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